ACIL Webinar: Information Security

Test your knowledge of basic IT physical, network and data security with CABEM's online test, and discuss information security policies, monitoring and control to protect:

- Unintentional disclosure of data
- Theft or loss of data
- Unplanned down time

and avoid having your network compromised/hijacked and used by adversaries for storage, bots or other unauthorized activities. This session also covers application security, monitoring and controls; personnel policies, monitoring and controls; ITAR and other security classifications as well as incident handling.

RSVP to Beth Horan at bhoran@acil.org to receive the call-in information and material for this webinar. Or if you have any questions, contact Beth at (202) 887-5872 x106.

Thank you, and we look forward to having you join us on December 17, 2012.